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ABSTRACT
We use numerical simulations to characterize the performance of a clustering-based
method to calibrate photometric redshift biases. In particular, we cross-correlate the
weak lensing (WL) source galaxies from the Dark Energy Survey Year 1 (DES Y1)
sample with redMaGiC galaxies (luminous red galaxies with secure photometric red-
shifts) to estimate the redshift distribution of the former sample. The recovered redshift
distributions are used to calibrate the photometric redshift bias of standard photo-z
methods applied to the same source galaxy sample. We apply the method to three
photo-z codes run in our simulated data: Bayesian Photometric Redshift (BPZ), Di-
rectional Neighborhood Fitting (DNF), and Random Forest-based photo-z (RF). We
characterize the systematic uncertainties of our calibration procedure, and find that
these systematic uncertainties dominate our error budget. The dominant systematics
are due to our assumption of unevolving bias and clustering across each redshift bin,
and to differences between the shapes of the redshift distributions derived by cluster-
ing vs photo-z’s. The systematic uncertainty in the mean redshift bias of the source
galaxy sample is ∆z . 0.02, though the precise value depends on the redshift bin un-
der consideration. We discuss possible ways to mitigate the impact of our dominant
systematics in future analyses.
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‡ Einstein fellow
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1 INTRODUCTION
Current and future large photometric galaxy surveys like
DES1 (The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005), KiDS2
1 https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/
2 http://kids.strw.leidenuniv.nl/
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(de Jong et al. 2013), HSC3 (Aihara et al. 2017), LSST4
(Tyson et al. 2003), Euclid5 (Laureijs et al. 2011), and
WFIRST6 (Spergel et al. 2013) will map large volumes of
the Universe, measuring the angular positions and shapes of
hundreds of millions (or billions) of galaxies. This will allow
cosmological measurements with an unprecedented level of
precision, leading to a considerable step forward in our un-
derstanding of cosmology and particularly of the nature of
dark energy. To capitalize on their statistical constraining
power, these surveys require accurate characterization of the
redshift distributions of selected galaxies, which presents a
considerable challenge in the absence of complete spectro-
scopic coverage.
Given the large amount of forthcoming photometric
data, obtaining a spectroscopic redshift for every individ-
ual source is unfeasible: spectroscopy of large samples is
time-consuming and expensive, and it is usually restricted
to the brightest objects of any given sample. Because of this
limitation, photometric surveys provide redshift estimates
for each galaxy based on that galaxy’s multi-band photom-
etry, a technique called photometric redshift, or photo-z.
There exists a large variety of photo-z methods (e.g. Hilde-
brandt et al. 2010; Sa´nchez et al. 2014). However, unreal-
istic SED templates, degeneracies between colors and red-
shift, and unrepresentative spectroscopic samples for both
training and calibration ultimately limit the performance of
photo-z methods (Lima et al. 2008; Cunha et al. 2009; New-
man et al. 2015; Bezanson et al. 2016; Masters et al. 2017).
Clustering-based redshift estimation methods (Newman
2008; Matthews & Newman 2010; Me´nard et al. 2013;
Schmidt et al. 2013) constitute an interesting alternative to
infer redshift distributions, since they are more general and
do not suffer the above limitations. Briefly, one uses the fact
that the correlation amplitude between a sample with un-
known redshifts and a reference sample with known redshifts
in some narrow redshift bin can be related to the fraction of
galaxies in the unknown sample that lie within the redshift
range of the reference sample.
Clustering-based redshift estimators have been studied
and applied both to simulations and to data (e.g. Me´nard
et al. 2013; McQuinn & White 2013; Schmidt et al. 2013;
Scottez et al. 2016, 2017; Hildebrandt et al. 2017; van Daalen
& White 2017; Davis et al. 2017a). Hildebrandt et al. (2017)
cross-correlated the source galaxies used in the KiDS cosmo-
logical analysis with galaxies from zCOSMOS (Lilly et al.
2009) and DEEP2 (Newman et al. 2013). Unfortunately,
the small (≤ 1 deg2) area covered by these reference galaxy
samples severely limited the usefulness of the resulting cross-
correlation analyses. Consequently, Hildebrandt et al. (2017)
ultimately chose to rely on traditional photo-z methods in
deriving the KiDS cosmological constraints.
The DES Y1 cosmological analyses rely on a different
strategy. Instead of using a small spectroscopic sample as ref-
erence, we use red-sequence galaxies from the DES Y1 red-
Sequence Matched-filter Galaxy Catalog (redMaGiC, Rozo
et al. 2016). The redMaGiC algorithm is designed to select
3 https://subarutelescope.org/Projects/HSC/
4 https://www.lsst.org/
5 http://sci.esa.int/euclid/
6 https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/
galaxies with high quality photometric redshift estimates.
While the reliance on redMaGiC photometric redshifts may
be a source of concern for the cross-correlation program, the
vastly superior statistical power of the sample renders the
resulting cross-correlation constraints competitive with tra-
ditional photo-z methods.
The DES Y1 analysis attempts to combine traditional
photo-z methods with cross-correlation techniques. In par-
ticular, motivated by the fact that the DES Y1 cosmological
analyses are primarily sensitive to an overall redshift bias in
the photometric redshift estimates (Hoyle et al. 2017; Troxel
et al. 2017; DES Collaboration 2017), we have sought to use
cross-correlation methods to verify and calibrate the redshift
bias of traditional photo-z methods. By combining these two
techniques we benefit from the strength of both methods,
while ameliorating their respective weaknesses. This cali-
bration strategy is fully implemented in the DES Y1 cos-
mic shear and combined two-point function analysis (Krause
et al. 2017; Troxel et al. 2017; DES Collaboration 2017).
This paper characterizes the performance and system-
atic uncertainties of our method for calibrating photometric
redshift biases in the DES Y1 source galaxy sample via cross-
correlation with redMaGiC galaxies. Specifically, we imple-
ment our method on simulated data, introducing sources of
systematic uncertainty one at a time to arrive at a quan-
titative characterization of the reliability and accuracy of
our method. A companion paper (Davis et al. 2017b) imple-
ments the photometric calibration method developed here
to enable DES Y1 cosmology analyses, while a second com-
panion paper (Cawthon et al. 2017) uses cross-correlations
to validate the photometric redshift performance of the red-
MaGiC galaxies themselves.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we present the
methodology we use to calibrate photo-z posteriors using
clustering-based redshift estimation. The simulations and
the samples used are described in §3. §4 is devoted to
the study and quantification of the systematic error of our
method. In §5 we further discuss some aspects of clustering-
based redshift estimation techniques and how our method
could be improved upon in the future. Finally we present
our conclusions in §6.
2 METHODOLOGY
In DES Y1 we will use clustering-based redshift estimates to
correct the photo-z posterior distributions of a given science
sample. We defer the description (and the binning) of the
particular samples (unknown and reference) adopted in this
work to §3, while keeping the description of the methodol-
ogy as general as possible. Here, “unknown” always refers to
the photometric galaxy sample for which we wish to cali-
brate photometric redshift biases, while “reference” refers to
the galaxy sample with known, highly accurate redshifts (be
they spectroscopic or photometric).
Our methodology divides into two steps:
(i) We first estimate the redshift distribution of the un-
known galaxy sample by cross-correlating with the reference
sample. Note that the reference sample does not necessar-
ily have to span the full redshift interval of the unknown
sample.
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (0000)
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(ii) We then use the recovered redshift distribution to cal-
ibrate the redshift bias of the unknown galaxy population
by finding the shift ∆z which brings the photo-z posterior
in better agreement with the redshift distribution obtained
through cross-correlations.
2.1 First step: clustering-based redshift estimates
In the literature a variety of methods to recover redshift
distributions based on cross-correlation have been discussed
(Newman 2008; Me´nard et al. 2010; Schmidt et al. 2013;
McQuinn & White 2013). The underlying idea shared by
all methods is that the spatial cross-correlation between two
samples of objects is non-zero only in case of 3D overlap.
Let us now consider two galaxy samples:
(i) An unknown sample, whose redshift distribution nu(z)
has to be recovered.
(ii) A reference sample, whose redshift distribution nr(z)
is known (either from spectroscopic redshifts or from high-
precision photometric redshifts). The reference sample is di-
vided into narrow redshift bins.
To calibrate the redshift distribution of the unknown
sample we bin the reference sample in narrow redshift bins,
and then compute the angular cross-correlation signal wur
between the unknown sample and each of these reference
redshift bins. Under the assumption of linear biasing, we
find
wur(θ) =
∫
dz′ nu(z′)nr(z′)bu(z′)br (z′)wDM (θ, z′), (1)
where nu(z′) and nr(z′) are the unknown and reference sam-
ple redshift distributions (normalized to unity over the full
redshift interval), bu(z′) and br (z′) are the biases of the two
samples, and wDM (θ, z′) is the dark matter 2-point correla-
tion function.
In this paper we implement three different clustering-
based methods: Schmidt’s method (Schmidt et al. 2013),
Me´nard’s method (Me´nard et al. 2013; Scottez et al. 2016),
and Newman’s method (Newman 2008; Matthews & New-
man 2010). We briefly describe each of the three methods.
A comparison of the three methods is presented in §4.6. At
the end, we have opted for using Schmidt’s method for our
fiducial analysis.
Schmidt’s method: In Schmidt et al. (2013), the au-
thors use a “1-angular bin” estimate of the cross-correlation
signal. This is achieved by computing the number of sources
of the unknown sample in a physical annulus around each
individual object of the reference sample, from a minimum
comoving distance rmin to a maximum distance rmax. Our
fiducial choice for the scales is from 500 kpc to 1500 kpc 7. In
addition, each object of the unknown sample is weighted by
the inverse of the distance from the reference object, which
has been shown to increase the S/N ratio of the measurement
7 Even though these scales are clearly non-linear, these non-
linearities do not have a significant impact on the methodology,
as demonstrated in Schmidt et al. (2013) and in this paper. See
§4.6 for a discussion concerning the choice of scales.
(Schmidt et al. 2013). We use the Davis & Peebles (Davis &
Peebles 1983) estimator of the cross-correlation signal,
w¯ur =
NRr
NDr
∫ rmax
rmin
dr ′W(r ′) [DuDr (r ′)]∫ rmax
rmin
dr ′W(r ′) [DuRr (r ′)]
− 1, (2)
where DuDr (r ′) and DuRr (r ′) are respectively data–data and
data–random pairs, and W(r ′) ∝ 1/r ′ the weight function.
The pairs are properly normalized through NDr and NRr ,
corresponding to the total number of galaxies in the refer-
ence sample and in the reference random catalog.
The Davis & Peebles estimator is less immune to win-
dow function contamination than the Landy & Szalay esti-
mator (Landy & Szalay 1993), since it involves using a cat-
alog of random points for just one of the two samples. We
choose to use the Davis & Peebles estimator so as to avoid
creating high-fidelity random catalogs for the DES Y1 source
galaxy sample (our unknown sample): the selection function
depends on local seeing and imaging depth, resulting in a
complex spatial selection function. We therefore decide to
use a catalog of random points only for the reference sam-
ple, whose selection function and mask are well understood
(Elvin-Poole et al. 2017).
Assuming the reference sample is divided into suffi-
ciently narrow bins centered at z, we can approximate
nr(z′) ∝ Nr δD(z − z′) (with δD being Dirac’s delta distribu-
tion, and Nr being the number of galaxies in the reference
bin) and invert eq. (1) to obtain the redshift distribution of
the unknown sample:
nu(z) ∝ w¯ur(z) 1bu(z)
1
br (z)
1
w¯DM (z), (3)
where barred quantities indicate they have been “averaged”
over angular scales, reflecting the fact that we are using 1-
angular bin estimates of the correlation while weighting pairs
by their inverse separation. The proportionality constant is
obtained from the requirement that nu(z) has to be properly
normalized.
In principle, the redshift evolution of the galaxy–matter
biases and of w¯DM (z) could be estimated by measuring the
1-bin autocorrelation function of both samples as a function
of redshift:
w¯rr,z =
∫
dz′
[
br (z′)nr,z (z′)
]2
w¯DM (z′), (4)
w¯uu,z =
∫
dz′
[
bu(z′)nu,z (z′)
]2
w¯DM (z′), (5)
where nr,z (z′) and nu,z (z′) are the redshift distributions of the
reference and unknown samples binned into narrow bins cen-
tered in z. If the bins are sufficiently narrow so as to consider
the biases and w¯DM to be constant over the distributions,
they can be pull out of the above integrals. Knowledge of
the redshift distributions of the narrow bins is then required
to use eqs. (4) and (5) to estimate br , bu and w¯DM .
In our fiducial analyses we do not attempt to correct
for the redshift evolution of the galaxy–matter bias and of
the dark matter density field. Rather, we assume br , bu and
w¯DM to be constant within each photo-z bin, and use the
simulations to estimate the systematic error induced by this
assumption. This choice is motivated and discussed in more
details in §5.1 and Appendix B. Under this assumption, eq.
(3) reduces to:
nu(z) ∝ w¯ur(z), (6)
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (0000)
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where the proportionality constant is again obtained requir-
ing a proper normalization for nu(z).
Me´nard’s method (Me´nard et al. 2013): the method
of Me´nard differs from that of Schmidt in how the 1-angular
bin estimate of the cross-correlation signal is measured. In
particular, for Me´nard’s method the correlation function is
measured as a function of angle, and the recovered correla-
tion function is averaged over angular scales via
w¯ur(z) =
∫ θmax
θmin
dθ W(θ)wur (θ, z), (7)
where W(θ) ∝ θ−γ is a weighting function. We assume γ = 1
to increase the S/N. The integration limits in the integral in
eq. (7) correspond to fixed physical scales (500 kpc to 1500
kpc). As can be seen, the primary difference between Me´-
nard’s method and Schmidt’s method is whether one com-
putes the angular correlation function first followed by a
weighted integral over angular scales, or whether one per-
forms a weighted integral of pairs first, and then computes
the angular correlation function.
Newman’s method (Newman 2008; Matthews &
Newman 2010): this method assumes that all the correlation
functions can be described by power laws ξ(r) = (r/r0)−γ.
Adopting a linear bias model, this allows one to relate the
measured cross-correlation signal to nu(z) and to quantities
computable from a given cosmological model. Specifically,
one has
wur(θ, z) =
nu(z)H(γur)rγur0,urθ1−γurD
1−γur
A
dχ/dz . (8)
Here γur corresponds to the power law slope of the correla-
tion function, while H(γur ) = Γ(1/2)Γ((γur − 1)/2)/Γ(γur/2).
DA(z) and χ(z) are respectively the angular size distance and
the comoving distance at a given redshift.
We fit the observed cross-correlation signal using a func-
tion of the form wur(θ, z) = Aur(z)θ1−γur − Cur. With respect
to Schmidt’s and Me´nard’s methods, we note that the New-
man’s implementation introduces two extra degrees of free-
dom (γur and Cur). The index γur is estimated from the arith-
metic mean of the indexes of the unknown and reference au-
tocorrelation functions (see below). The parameters Aur(z),
and Cur are obtained through chi square minimization; we
estimate the covariance needed for the fit through jackknife
resampling. Setting our two expressions for wur equal to each
other, and solving for the redshift distribution, we arrive at
nu(z) = dχ/dz
D1−γur
A
H(γur)rγur0,ur
Aur(z). (9)
Under the assumption of linear bias, both the index of the
cross-correlation function and its correlation length can be
calculated from the unknown and reference autocorrelations.
One has γur = (γuu + γrr)/2 and rγur0,ur = (r
γuu
0,uur
γrr
0,rr )1/2. 8 A first
guess value for r0,uu can be inserted in eq. (9) to estimate the
redshift distribution, which can be inserted back in eq. (8)
to refine the value of r0,uu. The whole procedure is repeated
until convergence.
8 We note that if we assume constant (scale-independent) bias,
then γuu = γrr. Nonetheless, we compute γur as the arithmetic
mean of γuu and γrr to follow Matthew&Newman’s original
recipe.
2.2 Second step: correcting photo-z posterior
Given an unknown galaxy sample, one can readily use photo-
z techniques to estimate the corresponding redshift distri-
bution. Here, we seek to use the redshift distribution re-
covered via cross-correlation to calibrate the photometric
redshift bias of the photo-z posterior. We investigated two
approaches:
• criteria I - shape matching. Let npz(z) be the photo-z
posterior for the unknown galaxy sample and nwz(z) the red-
shift distribution recovered via cross-correlations. The cor-
rected photo-z posterior is defined as n∆(z) ≡ npz(z − ∆z),
where ∆z is the photometric redshift bias. The photo-z bias
is calibrated matching the shapes of n∆(z) and nwz(z) within
the redshift interval covered by the reference sample.
• criteria II - mean matching. Let 〈z〉∆ be the mean of
n∆(z) and 〈z〉wz the mean of nwz(z). The photo-z bias is cal-
ibrated requiring 〈z〉∆ and 〈z〉wz to match. Note that the
means have to be estimated over the same redshift range.
Quantitatively, the matching is done using a likelihood
function to solve for the photometric redshift bias of the
photo-z posterior. We recall that we do not attempt to de-
bias higher order moments of the photo-z posterior as the
cosmological probes in the accompanying DES Y1 analy-
sis are primarily sensitive to the mean of this distribution
(DES Collaboration 2017; Hoyle et al. 2017; Krause et al.
2017; Troxel et al. 2017). The log-likelihoods for the param-
eter ∆z for each of the two matching criteria are defined via
LI = −12 χ
2
(
ekn∆; nwz; Σˆ−1wz
)
+ Prior (k,∆z) , (10)
and
LII = −12 χ
2
(
〈z〉∆; 〈z〉wz; Σˆ−1〈z 〉wz
)
+ Prior (∆z) . (11)
Note these likelihoods can account for the existence of a
priori estimate of the photometric redshift bias ∆z. In the
above equations, ek is a relative normalization factor that
rescales n∆(z), which is properly normalized to unity over the
full redshift interval, to a distribution that is normalized to
unity over the range of nwz(z).
The quantity Σˆ for each of the likelihoods is the appro-
priate covariance matrix from the cross-correlation analysis.
They are estimated from simulated data through a jack-
knife (JK) approach, using the following expression (Nor-
berg et al. 2009):
Σˆ(xi, xj ) = (NJK − 1)NJK
NJK∑
k=1
(xki − x¯i)(xkj − x¯j ), (12)
where the sample is divided into NJK = 1000 sub-regions of
roughly equal area (∼ 1 deg2), xi is a measure of the statistic
of interest in the i-th bin of the k-th sample, and x¯i is the
mean of our resamplings. The jackknife regions are safely
larger than the maximum scale considered in our clustering
analysis. The Hartlap correction (Hartlap et al. 2007) is used
to compute the inverse covariance.
Finally, despite the fact that our reference sample (red-
MaGiC galaxies) spans the redshift interval [0.15, 0.85] in
our simulations, in practice, in criteria II (mean matching),
we restrict ourselves to a narrower redshift range, defined by
the intersection of [0.15, 0.85] and [〈z〉wz−2σwz, 〈z〉wz+2σwz],
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (0000)
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where σwz is the root mean square of the redshift distribu-
tion nwz(z). We have found that this choice increases the
accuracy and robustness of our method by minimizing sys-
tematics (e.g. lensing magnification) associated with regions
in which there is little intrinsic clustering signal. §4.4 quan-
tifies the impact of this choice on our results. We do not
shrink the interval used for matching under criteria I (shape
matching), as this procedure is inherently less sensitive to
noise and biases in the tails.
One important feature of our analysis is that, when
treating multiple WL source redshift bins, we treat each bin
independently. In practice, there are clear statistical corre-
lations between bins, as revealed by significant off-diagonal
elements in the jackknife covariance matrix. However, as
we demonstrate below, our analysis is easily systematics
dominated. This has an important consequence, as we have
found that attempting a simultaneous fit to all WL source
redshift bins clearly produces incorrect results: systematic
biases in one bin get propagated into a different bin via
these off-diagonal terms, throwing off the best fit models for
the ensemble. By treating each bin independently, we find
that we can consistently recover numerically stable, accurate
(though systematics dominated) estimates of the photomet-
ric redshift bias.9
We sampled the likelihood in eqs. (10) and (11) using
the affine-invariant Markov Chain Monte Carlo ensemble
sampler emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013)10. We assume
non-informative flat priors for k and ∆z.
3 SIMULATED DATA
3.1 Buzzard simulations
We test our calibration procedure on the Buzzard-v1.1
simulation, a mock DES Y1 survey created from a set of
dark-matter-only simulations. The simulation and creation
of the mock survey data is detailed in DeRose et al. (2017);
Wechsler et al. (2017); MacCrann et al. (2017), so we pro-
vide only a brief summary of both. Buzzard-v1.1 is con-
structed from a set of 3 N-body simulations run using L-
GADGET2, a version of GADGET2 (Springel 2005) modi-
fied for memory efficiency. The simulation boxes ranged from
1−4 Gpc/h. Light-cones from each box were constructed on
the fly. Halos were identified using ROCKSTAR (Behroozi
et al. 2013), and galaxies were added to the simulations us-
ing the Adding Density Dependent GAlaxies to Light-cone
Simulations algorithm (ADDGALS, Wechsler et al. 2017).
ADDGALS uses the large scale dark matter density field to
place galaxies in the simulation based on the probabilistic
relation between density and galaxy magnitude. The lat-
ter is calibrated from sub-halo abundance matching in high-
resolution N-body simulations. Spectral energy distributions
(SEDs) are assigned to the galaxies from a training set of
spectroscopic data from SDSS DR7 (Cooper et al. 2011)
based on local environmental density. The SEDs are inte-
grated in the DES pass bands to generate griz magnitudes.
9 In principle, neglecting correlations between different bins
should result in an underestimation of the statistical uncertainty.
In practice, this effect is negligible.
10 http://dan.iel.fm/emcee
Galaxy sizes and ellipticities are drawn from distributions
fit to deep SuprimeCam i
′
-band data. The galaxy positions,
shapes and magnitudes are then lensed using the multiple-
plane ray-tracing code Curved-sky grAvitational Lensing for
Cosmological Light conE simulatioNS (CALCLENS, Becker
2013). Finally, the catalog is cut to the DES Y1 footprint,
and photometric errors are added using the DES Y1 depth
map (Rykoff et al. 2015).
3.2 Unknown sample in simulations - weak
lensing source sample
We seek to mimic the selection and redshift distribution of
the weak lensing source galaxies included in the DES Y1
METACALIBRATION shear catalog described in Zuntz et al.
(2017). To do so, we apply flux and size cuts to the sim-
ulated galaxies that mimic the DES Y1 source selection
thresholds. Each source has its redshift estimated, and is
assigned a photometric redshift equal to the mean of the
posterior redshift distribution. These redshifts are used to
divide the source galaxies into four redshift bins correspond-
ing to [(0.2-0.43),(0.43-0.63),(0.63-0.9),(0.9-1.3)]. Due to the
limited redshift coverage of the redMaGiC reference sample,
we only apply our method to the first three redshift bins. The
number densities of the weak lensing sample in the simula-
tions are 1.25, 0.82, and 0.64 arcmin−2 for these source bins.
The corresponding values of the DES Y1 shear catalog are
1.45, 1.43, and 1.47 arcmin−2. The lower number densities in
simulation have a negligible impact on the recovered statis-
tical uncertainty, as the latter is dominated by the shot noise
of the reference sample. Importantly, the shape of npz(z) as
estimated by the photo-z codes in the simulations match the
data with good fidelity.
Three different photo-z codes have been run on the sim-
ulated WL source samples:
• The Bayesian Photometric Redshifts (BPZ)
(Ben´ıtez 2000; Coe et al. 2006). BPZ is a template-based
method. It returns the full probability distribution p(z) for
each galaxy given its magnitudes and template libraries.
• Directional Neighborhood Fitting (DNF) (De Vi-
cente et al. 2016). DNF is a machine learning algorithm for
galaxy photometric redshift estimation. Based on a train-
ing sample, DNF constructs the prediction hyperplane that
best fits the neighborhood of each target galaxy in multi-
band flux space. It then uses this hyperplane to predict the
redshift of the target galaxy, which is used to divide the
sample into bins. The key feature of DNF is the definition
of a new neighborhood, the Directional Neighborhood. Un-
der this definition two galaxies are neighbors not only when
they are close in the Euclidean multiband flux space, but
also when they have similar relative flux in different bands,
i.e. colors. A random sample from the photo-z posterior of
an object is approximated in the DNF method by the red-
shift of the nearest neighbor within the training sample, and
it is used for the npz(z) reconstruction.
• Random Forest (RF) (e.g. Breiman 2001; Carrasco
Kind & Brunner 2013; Rau et al. 2015) RF is a Machine
Learning method that generates an ensemble of decision
trees from bootstrap realizations of the training data. When
a new galaxy is queried down each tree in the ensemble, the
decision trees vote on the galaxy redshift. The final predic-
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (0000)
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Figure 1. True redshift distributions for the simulated weak lensing source samples obtained binning with different photo-z codes, as
described in §3.2. The redshift distributions are normalized to unity over the full redshift interval.
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Figure 2. The redshift distribution of the simulated redMaGiC
reference sample used in our analysis to measure cross-correlation
redshifts. We show the distributions of both redMaGiC true-z and
photo-z.
tion of the Random Forest is generated from the average
of all decision trees’ results. Both a mean redshift and full
probability distribution p(z) is generated for each galaxy.
Both DNF and RF photo-z require us to define a train-
ing/validation sample. The sample is first defined in data.
A catalog is built collecting high quality spectra from more
than 30 spectroscopic surveys overlapping the DES Y1 foot-
print and matching them to DES Y1 galaxies (Hoyle et al.
2017; Gschwend et al. 2017). This catalog is then used to de-
fine the training/validation sample in simulations, by select-
ing the nearest neighbors in magnitude and redshift space.
The selection algorithm is applied in HEALPix pixels with
resolution Nside=128 (0.2 deg2), so as to mimic the geome-
try and selection effects of the spectroscopic surveys.
The true redshift distributions of the sources binned
according to each of the three photo-z codes are presented
in Figure 1. In what follow, we will show quantitative results
for BPZ and only for one of the two machine learning codes,
namely DNF, as the RF forest code does not provide results
significantly different from DNF.
3.3 Reference sample in simulations - redMaGiC
galaxies
We use redMaGiC galaxies for our reference samples. These
are luminous red galaxies selected as described in (Rozo
et al. 2016). The redMaGiC algorithm is designed to select
galaxies with high quality photometric redshift estimates.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
zredMaGiC
0.04
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.04
zredMaGiC /(1+ z)
< zspec zredMaGiC>
Figure 3. The scatter and bias of zredMaGiC for the simulated
redmagic sample (dashed lines) compared to the data (solid lines).
This is achieved by using the red-sequence model that is
iteratively self-trained by the redMaPPer cluster finding al-
gorithm (Rykoff et al. 2014). redMaGiC imposes strict color
cuts around this model to produce a luminosity-thresholded
galaxy sample of constant comoving density. The algorithm
has only two free parameters: the desired comoving density
of the sample, and the minimum luminosity of the selected
galaxies. The result is a pure sample of red-sequence galax-
ies with nearly Gaussian photometric redshift estimates that
are both accurate and precise.
For this work we selected redMaGiC galaxies in the red-
shift interval 0.15<z<0.85, applying the luminosity cut of
L > 1.5L∗; the resulting redshift distribution is shown in fig.
2. The reference sample is further split into 25 uniform red-
shift bins. In our simulation, the mask of the redMaGiC sam-
ple includes all the survey regions that reach sufficient depth
to render the sample volume limited up to z = 0.85. Due to
small differences in the evolution of the red-sequence be-
tween the simulation and the data, the simulated redMaGiC
sample has ∼ 30% less galaxies than the data, reaching a
maximum redshift of zmax = 0.85 (instead of zmax = 0.9). We
expect statistical errors in this work to be overestimated by
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∼ 20% with respect to data11. We note that to be consis-
tent with the redshift interval considered here, the analysis
in data has been performed cutting the redMaGiC sample
at zmax = 0.85 (Davis et al. 2017b).
The characteristic scatter and bias of the redMaGiC
photometric redshifts found in the data are very closely re-
produced by the simulations as can be seen in Figure 3. It
should be noted that in the simulation we have the true red-
shifts of all redMaGiC galaxies, and thus can calculate the
aforementioned statistics using the full sample, whereas in
the data we only have an incomplete spectroscopic training
set with which to make these measurements. Cawthon et al.
(2017) discusses further validation of the robustness of these
estimates in the data.
We also generate a catalog of random points for red-
MaGiC galaxies. redMaGiC randoms are generated uni-
formly over the footprint, as observational systematics (e.g.
airmass, seeing) are not included in the simulation and for
the simulated redMaGiC sample used in this analysis, num-
ber density does not correlate with variation in the limiting
magnitude of the galaxy catalogs.
4 SYSTEMATIC CHARACTERIZATION
In this section we test our clustering calibration of DES Y1
photo-z redshift distributions. To assess the accuracy of the
methodology, we consider the mean of the redshift distribu-
tions, computed over the full redshift interval (i.e., without
restricting to the matching interval where we have reference
coverage). Any residual difference in the mean between the
calibrated photo-z posterior and the true distribution is in-
terpreted as a systematic uncertainty, which is quantified
through the metric
∆〈z〉 ≡ 〈z〉true − 〈z〉∆. (13)
We will refer to this metric as the “residual difference in the
mean”. We recall that in the above equation 〈z〉∆ is the mean
of the photo-z posterior once the photo-z bias ∆z has been
calibrated.
Systematic errors can arise if the clustering-based red-
shift distribution differs from the truth, owing to the fact
that:
• we are neglecting the redshift evolution of the galaxy-
matter biases of both the weak lensing and redMaGiC sam-
ples (and of the dark matter density field); hereafter we will
refer to this systematic as bias evolution systematic;
• we are using photo-z as opposed to true redshift to bin
the reference sample, hereafter referred to as redMaGiC
photo-z systematic.
Moreover, when we correct the photo-z posterior npz(z)
using the clustering-based nwz(z) :
• if the “shape matching” criterion is used, differences be-
tween the shapes of npz(z) and nwz(z) could impact the re-
covered photometric redshift bias, as the criterion does not
impose any requirement on the mean of n∆(z) . An incorrect
shape of the photo-z posterior could also affect the “mean
11 As our methodology is systematic dominated, this has a neg-
ligible impact on the results drawn in this paper.
matching” criterion, as the matching is performed within
2σWZ of 〈z〉wz, and the photo-z posterior outside this in-
terval cannot be calibrated. Hereafter we will refer to this
systematic as shape systematic.
Below we introduce each of these systematics one at
a time, computing each of their contributions to the total
systematic error budget in our method. We will make the
ansatz that our systematics can be treated as independent.
We will come back to this assumption later in §4.5.
4.1 Bias evolution systematic
We first estimate errors due to bias evolution and evolution
in the clustering amplitude of the density field. We apply
our method to a nearly ideal scenario in which the source
galaxy distribution is binned in redshift bins according to
the mean of the photo-z posterior as estimated by each of
the photo-z codes we consider. We use the true redshifts of
the redMaGiC reference sample when applying our cross-
correlation method. We also assume that the npz(z) of each
redshift bin is identical to the true redshift distribution.
Our results are shown in the upper panels of fig. 4, la-
beled “scenario A”, and the residual shifts in the mean ∆〈z〉A
after the calibration are summarized in the first row of ta-
bles 1 and 2. If the calibration procedure was not affected
by systematic errors, we should recover residual shifts in the
mean ∆〈z〉A compatible with zero. However, the values in
tables 1 and 2 are as large as |∆〈z〉A | = 0.02, owing to an in-
correct nwz(z) estimate. All the residual shifts are substan-
tially larger than the typical statistical uncertainty of the
measurement. The specific values of the shifts vary depend-
ing on the photo-z code (as they can select slightly different
populations of galaxies) and redshift bins. The two matching
criteria do not always lead to the same residual shifts: in our
calibration procedure, matching the shapes of two different
distributions is not expected to give the same photo-z bias
obtained by matching their means.
We demonstrate in §5.1 that correcting for the redshift
evolution of the biases and of the clustering amplitude of the
density field accounts for the observed residual shifts ∆〈z〉A.
This evolution can be readily estimated in our simulated
data, but is difficult to account for in the real world. There-
fore, the residual shifts reported in tables 1 and 2 represent
the systematic error on the photo-z bias calibration due to
the bias evolution systematic.
Lastly, we note that in fig. 4 the clustering-based es-
timate recovers a spurious signal (in the form of a positive
tail at high redshift) for the first redshift bin, which may po-
tentially be explained by lensing magnification effects (see
§5.2). We note, however, that the shape matching proce-
dure is quite insensitive to biases in the tails, as the photo-z
posterior goes to zero. Likewise, the mean matching within
2σWZ of 〈z〉wz is insensitive to the tails.
4.2 redMaGiC photo-z systematic
Next, we relax the assumption that we have true redshifts
for the reference redMaGiC sample. Naively, we expect that
any photometric redshift biases in redMaGiC will imprint
themselves into the clustering result. We repeat the same
analysis as before, only now we use photometric rather than
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Figure 4. Calibration procedure of the photo-z posteriors of the three WL source redshift bins, for a number of different test scenarios.
Points represent clustering-based estimate obtained using redMaGiC galaxies as a reference, while the true distribution is represented
by the solid yellow histogram. The pink histograms represent the corrected photo-z posterior; the uncorrected photo-z posterior is shown
as dashed pink histogram, only when it does not correspond to the true distribution (therefore, it is only shown for scenario C). Only
the results obtained by binning with BPZ and matching the mean are shown. The 2σ matching interval is also shown. Upper panels -
scenario A: bias evolution systematic scenario. Scenario outlined in §4.1; reference sample is binned using redMaGiC true-z, and the true
distribution is used as photo-z posterior. Central panels - scenario B: redMaGiC photo-z systematic scenario. Scenario outlined in §4.2;
reference sample is binned using redMaGiC photo-z, and the true distribution is used as photo-z posterior. Lower panels - scenario C:
shape systematic scenario. Scenario outlined in §4.3; reference sample is binned using redMaGiC photo-z, and the calibration is applied
to the proper photo-z posterior distribution.
true redshifts for the redMaGiC galaxies. Since this run is
affected by bias evolution, we are interested in the change
of the residual shifts ∆〈z〉 relative to that in the previous
Section.
Results are shown in the central panels of fig. 4, labeled
“scenario B”, while the changes in the residual shifts (∆〈z〉B-
∆〈z〉A) are summarized in the second row of tables 1 and 2.
These changes correspond to the values of the redMaGiC
photo-z systematic. Note that we do not show the statistical
uncertainty for this systematic: as the residual shifts for sce-
nario A and B are highly correlated (since they are estimated
using similar data covariances), the statistical uncertainty of
their difference is close to zero.
A comparison with the values obtained for the bias evo-
lution systematic shows that redMaGiC photo-z systematic
is sub-dominant.
4.3 Shape systematic
Relative to the previous run, in which the photo-z posterior
was assumed to be the true redshift distribution of the source
galaxies, we now replace the shape of the photo-z posterior
by the photometrically estimated npz(z) from each of the
photo-z codes we consider. This constitutes our most realis-
tic scenario, as it suffers from all three systematics identified
in this paper: bias evolution, redMaGiC photo-z, and shape
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (0000)
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Table 1. BPZ systematic errors. Systematic errors for BPZ, as a function of WL redshift bin and matching procedure. ∆〈z 〉A,∆〈z 〉B
and ∆〈z 〉C refers to the residual shifts in the mean relative to the scenarios A,B and C, as outlined in §4.1, §4.2 and §4.3. For the
most realistic scenario (scenario C, §4.3), we also show the residual shifts in the mean before and after the calibration. When a value in
the table is accompanied by an uncertainty, it refers to the statistical uncertainy, estimated from the posterior of the photo-z bias, as
explained in §2.2.
Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3
mean match shape match mean match shape match mean match shape match
bias evolution
systematic:
∆〈z 〉A
0.020 ± 0.006 0.019 ± 0.005 0.010 ± 0.004 0.020 ± 0.002 0.008 ± 0.003 0.007 ± 0.003
redMaGiC photo-z
systematic:
∆〈z 〉B − ∆〈z 〉A
−0.009 −0.005 −0.001 −0.006 −0.001 −0.002
shape
systematic:
∆〈z 〉C − ∆〈z 〉B
−0.011 −0.017 −0.012 −0.032 0.004 0.008
total systematic
error
0.025 0.026 0.016 0.038 0.014 0.011
Uncalibrated photo-z
posterior ∆〈z 〉C −0.048 -0.048 −0.040 -0.040 −0.002 -0.002
Calibrated photo-z
posterior ∆〈z 〉C 0.000 ± 0.006 −0.003 ± 0.005 −0.003 ± 0.003 −0.019 ± 0.003 0.011 ± 0.002 0.013 ± 0.002
Table 2. DNF systematic errors. Same as table 1, but for DNF.
Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3
mean match shape match mean match shape match mean match shape match
bias evolution
systematic:
∆〈z 〉A
0.007 ± 0.005 0.008 ± 0.004 0.012 ± 0.004 0.010 ± 0.003 0.010 ± 0.003 0.003 ± 0.002
redMaGiC photo-z
systematic:
∆〈z 〉B − ∆〈z 〉A
−0.005 −0.002 −0.006 −0.001 −0.003 −0.001
shape
systematic:
∆〈z 〉C − ∆〈z 〉B
−0.007 −0.011 −0.002 −0.032 −0.015 −0.024
total systematic
error
0.012 0.013 0.013 0.034 0.019 0.025
Uncalibrated photo-z
posterior ∆〈z 〉C −0.032 -0.032 −0.048 -0.048 −0.023 -0.023
Calibrated photo-z
posterior ∆〈z 〉C −0.005 ± 0.005 −0.005 ± 0.003 0.004 ± 0.004 −0.024 ± 0.002 −0.009 ± 0.003 −0.023 ± 0.002
systematic. Our results are shown in the lower panels of fig.
4, labeled “scenario C”. To disentangle the shape systematic
from the other two, we compute the change of the residual
shift in the mean ∆〈z〉 relative to that obtained in the previ-
ous section. The changes in the residual shifts (∆〈z〉C -∆〈z〉B)
are summarized in the third row of tables 1 and 2. As for
the case of redMaGiC photo-z systematic, we do not show
the statistical uncertainty, which should be close to zero.
We see from tables 1 and 2 that the shape systematic
has a much stronger impact on the shape matching crite-
ria than on the mean matching criteria. This is particularly
evident in the second redshift bin, where the differences
in the shapes of the photo-z posterior and the true/cross-
correlation redshift distributions are especially pronounced.
Note in particular the absence of a secondary low redshift
peak in the photo-z posteriors. Given the smaller systematic
uncertainty associated with shape systematics in the mean
matching criteria, we adopt it as our fiducial matching cri-
teria for the DES Y1 analysis.
Given that this last run (scenario C) includes all system-
atic uncertainties, we also report in tables 1 and 2 (fifth and
sixth rows) the residual shift in the mean ∆〈z〉C of the photo-
z posterior before and after the calibration. Error bars only
account for statistical uncertainty. In almost all the cases the
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calibration procedure greatly reduces the residual shifts in
the mean. In particular, for many of the bins the corrected
redshift distributions are consistent with zero photometric
redshift bias. We note that in the second redshift bin, while
it might seem by eye (fig. 4) that the calibrated n∆(z) dif-
fers from the true distribution, their means are correctly
matched.
While encouraging, this is partly due to canceling sys-
tematic shifts (note that many of the shifts in tables 1 and
2 have opposite signs): the final systematic error budget -
which will be discussed in 4.5 - does not rely on such fortu-
itous cancellations.
4.4 Dependence of the mean-matching criteria on
the choice of redshift interval
We briefly discuss here our choice to apply the mean match-
ing criteria only in the interval 〈z〉WZ ± 2σWZ . The inter-
val has been chosen as it roughly covers most of the range
sampled by the true distribution, minimizing the impact of
possible systematics affecting the tails of the recovered dis-
tribution.
We estimate the values of each systematic for different
interval choices, namely 〈z〉WZ ± 1.5σWZ , ±2σWZ , ±2.5σWZ
as well as a run using all reference redshift bins. The results
are shown in fig. 5. Variations in the values of the system-
atics are typically smaller than ∼ 0.005. However, there are
two exceptions. In the first WL redshift bin, large intervals
(> 2.5σWZ) include in the analysis the positive tail that ap-
pears in the clustering-based estimate at high redshift. This
substantially affects the bias evolution systematic. In the
second WL redshift bin, the redshift interval 〈zwz〉 ± 1.5σwz
is narrow enough that the secondary peak in the redshift
distribution is not included in the analysis. This omission
introduces a larger shape systematic.
To accommodate the impact of the choice of interval in
the cross-correlation measurement into our systematic error
budget, for each weak lensing source bin we have opted to
estimate the systematic using both our ±2σWZ and ±2.5σWZ
cuts, always adopting the largest of the two systematic error
estimates.
4.5 Total systematic error budget
We choose not to correct for the biases found in §4.1, §4.2
and §4.3, thereby not taking advantage of the fortuitous can-
cellations measured in the simulations. Instead, we consider
each of the shifts reported in tables 1 and 2 as systematic
errors, and proceed to add them all up in quadrature to
produce our final systematic error estimate. This assumes
the three sources of systematic error to be independent. We
do not expect any correlation between redMaGiC photo-
z errors, and the WL galaxy-matter bias or WL photo-z
posterior. There might be slight (anti) correlations between
the bias evolution systematic and the shape systematic, if
the photo-z code misplaces a population of galaxies with a
given bias outside the matching interval. However, assum-
ing a correlation coefficient of r = 0.5 (or r = −0.5) between
these two systematics has a negligible impact on the total
error budget, so we ignored this effect.
Total systematic errors are provided in the fourth row of
tables 1 and 2, as a function of WL source redshift bin. The
total error budget is dominated by the bias evolution and
shape systematic, while the redMaGiC photo-z systematic
is only responsible for a marginal contribution.
Values presented in tables 1 and 2 are substantially
larger than the typical statistical uncertainty, indicating that
our calibration procedure is systematic dominated.
4.6 Choice of method and angular scales
Throughout this paper we have adopted as our fiducial
clustering-based method the one introduced by Schmidt
et al. (2013) and considered physical scales between 500 kpc
and 1500 kpc. We test the impact of the choice of angular
scales by recomputing the residual shifts in the mean for one
of the dominant systematic (the bias evolution systematic)
with a different choice of physical scales and methods.
Figure 6 shows the residual shifts using the Schmidt,
Me´nard and Newman methods (outlined in §2.1), and for the
following scales: 200-1250 kpc (i.e, small scales only),1250-
8000 kpc (i.e, large scales only), 200-8000 kpc and 500-1500
kpc (our fiducial choice for this work).
We find that the Me´nard and Schmidt methods per-
form similarly. Small differences arise because of how the
two methods average over angular scales. We also find that
the Newman method results in the noisiest estimates, as the
implementation of Newman’s method introduces two new
degrees of freedom that the Schmidt/Me´nard approaches
do not (γur and Cur , see § 2.1). For the largest angular
scales (1250-8000 kpc), the reconstruction is so noisy that
it fails to provide corrections to the photo-z posteriors, as
the MCMC chains fail to converge. The noisier estimates are
due to the power-law fits: some bins can have degeneracies
among power-law parameters (especially in the tails of the
n(z) ), and in some cases the cross-correlation signal deviates
from a pure power law shape.
Results are compatible within statistical errors for dif-
ferent choices of angular scales. Only the shifts obtained us-
ing Schmidt’s and Menard’s methods over our nominal scales
in the third photo-z bin are significantly different from the
rest. However, the differences are safely within the bounds
of our total systematic error. Fig. 6 suggests that non linear
galaxy–matter bias (e.g. Smith et al. 2007) seems to have a
negligible impact on our methodology. At large scales, the
S/N deteriorates, so we have chosen not to use the largest
scales (>1500 kpc) in our fiducial analysis.
From fig.6, it is clear that using scales as small as 200
kpc appears to improve the statistical and systematic un-
certainties of our method relative to the 500 kpc inner scale
radius. However, the differences are small. We have opted
to use the larger 500 kpc radius to avoid possible system-
atic uncertainties that may arise in the data but not in our
simulation. In particular, photometric contamination from
nearby galaxies will become more important as the inner
scale radius is reduced (see Applegate et al. 2014; Choi et al.
2016; Morrison & Hildebrandt 2015; Simet & Mandelbaum
2015). Our choice to set rmin = 500 is meant to safeguard our
results against any such kind of neighboring biases.
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Impact of galaxy–matter biases on
clustering-based methods
We now demonstrate our previous claim that the bias evo-
lution is responsible for the systematic shifts we observed in
§4.1, when we used true redshifts for the reference sample
and the true redshift distribution as npz(z).
In our standard methodology we have chosen not to
correct for the redshift evolution of the galaxy–matter bias
of both samples (and for the evolution of the dark matter
density field, even if the effect is generally sub-dominant,
Me´nard et al. 2013). This approximation holds as long as the
biases evolve on scales larger than the typical width of the
unknown distribution. In this sense, it is clear that binning
the unknown sample into narrow bins through photo-z or
color selection helps to reduce the impact of bias evolution
(Me´nard et al. 2013; Schmidt et al. 2013; Rahman et al.
2015). If the bins are not sufficiently narrow, neglecting the
bias evolution leads to systematic shifts.
We estimate the redshift evolution of the galaxy–matter
bias and dark matter density field looking at the autocorre-
lation functions of the reference and the unknown samples,
as suggested in Me´nard et al. (2013) and explained in §2.1.
We therefore bin both samples in 25 equally-spaced thin bins
from z=0.15 to z=0.85 using their true redshift and we then
measure the 1-bin autocorrelation functions of the samples.
If the bins are sufficiently narrow, and each bin has a top-hat
shape, the autocorrelation functions are simply proportional
to b2wDM , as shown in §2.1. We caution that we use uniform
randoms to compute the WL autocorrelation functions: even
though the WL sample selection function used in simulation
only roughly mimics the one applied to data, using uniform
random is only approximately correct. With this caveat in
mind, we estimate the redshift distribution using the follow-
ing estimator:
nu(z) ∝ w¯ur (z)√
w¯uu(z)w¯rr (z)
. (14)
The results obtained using this estimator are shown in
fig. 7 and reported in table 3.
By using the new estimator, we can obtain residual
shifts which are compatible with zero (see the values re-
ported in table 3 and fig. 7) within statistical uncertainty.
The correction induced by including in the estimator the
term
√
w¯uu(z) accounts for most of the bias evolution sys-
tematic, indicating that the major contribution to the sys-
tematic is due to the WL sample. The correction induced by
the term
√
w¯rr (z) is negligible.
We emphasize that this estimator can be implemented
only in simulations, since in data we do not have access to
the true redshifts needed to bin the samples. In Appendix B
we show an alternative correction obtained by binning the
samples using their photo-z. The correction only works for
the redMaGiC bias, but we decided not to implement it as
its impact is negligible.
The bias evolution of the unknown sample constitutes
one of the major issues for clustering based methods, and it
is one of the dominant sources of systematic in our work. It is
worth noting that in our simulation the bias evolution can be
complex (as it can be inferred from the middle panels of Fig.
7) and therefore not especially suited for correction using
simple parametric approaches (e.g. Matthews & Newman
2010; Schmidt et al. 2013; Davis et al. 2017a).
As the clustering amplitudes of galaxies have been found
to depend on galaxy types, colors, and luminosities (Ze-
havi et al. 2002; Hogg et al. 2003; Blanton et al. 2006;
Coil et al. 2006; Cresswell & Percival 2009; Marulli et al.
2013; Skibba et al. 2014), further splitting the unknown sam-
ple into smaller subsamples with similar colors/luminosity
properties (together with thinner binnings in redshift space)
should alleviate the impact of bias evolution (Scottez et al.
2017; van Daalen & White 2017). We also note that one
could break the degeneracy between galaxy bias and redshift
distribution using other probes, like galaxy-galaxy lensing
(Prat et al. 2017).
5.2 Impact of lensing magnification on
clustering-based methods
It is well know that lensing magnification (Narayan 1989;
Villumsen et al. 1997; Moessner & Jain 1998) can lead to
a change in the observed spatial density of galaxies. The
enhancement in the flux of magnified galaxies can locally
increase the number density, as more galaxies pass the se-
lection cuts/detection threshold of the sample; at the same
time, the same volume of space appears to cover a differ-
ent solid angle on the sky, generally causing the observed
number density to decrease. The net effect is driven by the
slope of the luminosity function, and it has an impact on the
measured clustering signal (Bartelmann & Schneider 2001;
Scranton et al. 2005; Me´nard et al. 2010; Morrison et al.
2012). For the WL samples, size bias can also be important
(Schmidt et al. 2009), but it will not be considered here.
In the context of clustering-based redshift estimates,
lensing magnification has been generally ignored (Matthews
& Newman 2010; Johnson et al. 2017; van Daalen & White
2017, but see McQuinn & White 2013; Choi et al. 2016).
Me´nard et al. (2013) state that the amplitude of the mag-
nification effect on arcminute scales is generally negligible
compared to the clustering signal of overlapping samples,
and it has a mild dependence with redshift. However, mag-
nification may become dominant in the regimes where the
unknown and reference samples do not overlap (i.e., in the
tails).
We try here to estimate the impact of lensing magnifi-
cation on the recovered clustering-based n(z). The impact of
lensing magnification on the galaxy overdensity is
δobs = δg + δµ, (15)
where δg is the galaxy overdensity, while δµ is the over-
density induced by lensing magnification effects. The cross-
correlation signal between two different samples is therefore
wur,tot (θ) =< δg,u, δg,r > (θ)+ < δg,u, δµ,r > (θ)+
< δg,r, δµ,u > (θ)+ < δµ,u, δµ,r > (θ). (16)
The first term on the right side of eq. (16) is associated to
the clustering due to gravitational interactions, and disap-
pears in the case of no redshift overlap between the unknown
and reference samples. All of our methodology described in
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Table 3. Residual shifts in the mean for the scenario A outlined in §4.1 (equivalent to the bias evolution systematic), using the estimator
introduced in §5.1, which accounts for the redshift evolution of the bias and dark matter density field of both samples. We restricted the
clustering-based estimate to the interval where it was possible to measure the autocorrelation function of the two samples.
Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3
mean match shape match mean match shape match mean match shape match
bias evolution
systematic (BPZ):
−0.004 ± 0.013 0.001 ± 0.007 −0.007 ± 0.007 0.004 ± 0.003 0.002 ± 0.003 0.001 ± 0.002
bias evolution
systematic (DNF):
0.000 ± 0.009 −0.001 ± 0.006 −0.002 ± 0.005 0.002 ± 0.004 0.004 ± 0.003 0.002 ± 0.003
z
0
1
2
3
4
5
n
(z
)
0. 2< zBPZ < 0. 43
z
0. 43< zBPZ < 0. 63
Corrected photo− z posterior True distribution Clustering redshift distribution
z
0. 63< zBPZ < 0. 9
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
√ w¯
W
L
WL sample
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
z
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
√ w¯
R
M
G
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
z
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
z
RedMaGiC sample
Figure 7. WL photo-z posterior calibration after correcting for the redshift evolution of the bias and dark matter density field of both
samples (see §5.1). Top panels: clustering-based nwz(z) and corrected photo-z posteriors n∆(z). The true redshift distributions have been
used as photo-z posteriors. Middle and bottom panels: 1-bin autocorrelation estimates for the weak lensing and redMaGiC samples, as
a function of redshift. We restricted the clustering-based estimate to the interval where it was possible to measure the autocorrelation
function of the two samples. Only the results obtained by binning with BPZ and matching the mean are shown.
§2.1 assumes this term to be the dominant one. The sec-
ond and third terms correspond to the lensing magnification
contribution. The fourth term is generally small and can be
neglected (Duncan et al. 2014).
Using the Limber and flat-sky approximations (e.g. Hui
et al. 2007; Loverde et al. 2008; Choi et al. 2016), the first
clustering term in the above expression can be modeled via:
< δg,u, δg,r > (θ) = bubr
∫
dl l
2pi
J0(lθ)
∫
dχ
× [nu(z(χ))] [nr (z(χ))]
χ2H(z) PNL
(
l + 1/2
χ
, z(χ)
)
. (17)
The terms bu and br indicate the galaxy–matter bias of
the two samples; χ is the comoving distance, H(z) is the
Hubble expansion rate at redshift z. J0 is the zeroth order
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Clustering only
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z
Figure 8. Upper panels: Effect of lensing magnification on clustering-based estimate. Shaded regions represent theoretical predictions
for the various components of the signal (lensing magnification due to redMaGiC and the WL sample, as well as the clustering due
to gravitational interaction only), while the points represent the actual measurement in simulations. Vertical lines show the mean of
the redshift distributions computed over the full redshift interval. Lower panels: as the upper panels, but zoomed in on the lensing
magnification signal.
Bessel function. PNL(k, χ) is the 3D matter power spectrum
at wavenumber k (which, in the Limber approximation, is
set equal to (l + 1/2)/χ) and at the cosmic time associated
with redshift z.
Under the approximation of weak gravitational lensing,
the terms due to lensing magnification in eq. (16) can be
written as
< δg,1, δµ,2 > (θ) = b1(2.5s2 − 1)
∫
dl l
2pi
J0(lθ)
∫
dχn1(z(χ))
× q2(χ)
χ2H(z)PNL
(
l + 1/2
χ
, z(χ)
)
. (18)
The subscripts 1 and 2 are such that eq. (18) can refer either
to the term < δg,u, δµ,r > or to < δg,r, δµ,u >. The term s2 is
the slope of the cumulative number counts evaluated at flux
limit of the sample “2”. The slope of the cumulative number
counts is formally defined for a flux limited sample as
s =
dlog10n(> m)
dm
, (19)
where n(m) is the cumulative number counts as a function
of magnitude m, and s is to be evaluated at the flux limit
of the sample. The term q2(χ) is the lensing redshift weight
function defined as:
q2(χ) =
3H20Ωm χ
c2a(χ)
∫ χ(z=∞)
χ
dχ′n2(z(χ′)) dzdχ′
χ′ − χ
χ′ . (20)
H0 and a(χ) are respectively the Hubble constant today and
the scale factor.
Knowing the redshift distribution, the bias evolution
and the slope of the cumulative number counts for the two
samples, theoretical predictions for the expected clustering-
based n(z) signal can be made through eq. (17) and eq. (18)
and compared to the signal measured in simulations.
The true redshift distribution of the two samples is ob-
tainable from the simulations. For the bias evolution, we
make use of the 1-point estimate measured in §5.1, appropri-
ately corrected for the contribution due to the dark matter
density field. For the sake of simplicity, we do not propagate
to the theoretical predictions the statistical uncertainty of
the 1-point estimates of the two samples biases.
Concerning the slope of cumulative number counts, red-
MaGiC galaxies are in principle not a flux-limited sam-
ple (the sample is indeed volume-limited up to z=0.85,
and on top of that, galaxies are required to belong to
the red sequence and to have luminosity greater than a
fixed threshold value, see Rozo et al. 2016). However, red-
MaGiC galaxies are binned in thin redshift bins; within each
bin, the sample can be well approximated as flux limited
(m > Mlim +5log10(d(zbin)). The thinner the bins, the better
the approximation: this should be reflected as a sharp drop
in the number counts as a function of magnitude. Therefore,
for each bin, we evaluate the slope of the cumulative num-
ber count using eq. (19) at the magnitude where the number
counts start to drop.
For the weak lensing sample the selection is way more
complex and eq. (19) can not be directly applied. Fully char-
acterizing the selection function for the weak lensing sam-
ple goes beyond the scope of this paper. We consider the
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predicted lensing signal for two characteristic values of the
amplitude parameter 2.5s − 1, namely 2.5s − 1 = ±1.5.
The results of this procedure are shown in fig. 8. We
see that the predicted magnification signal is qualitatively
similar to the excess clustering observed in the simulations,
suggesting that the excess shown at high redshift in the top-
left panel of fig. 4 is indeed due to magnification induced by
redMaGiC galaxies at high redshift. Magnification due to
the WL sample acting as a source is producing a noticeable
effect only in the third bin, and the effect depends on the
exact value of the amplitude parameter 2.5s − 1.
The result of this test shows that lensing magnification
can have a non negligible impact on the clustering-based
n(z), mostly on the tails of the recovered distribution. It
is worth stressing that the procedure presented in this pa-
per is little affected by lensing magnification, as we cut out
the tails from our analysis. We leave properly incorporating
weak-lensing magnification effects into the analysis to future
work.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Using numerical simulations, we characterize the perfor-
mance of clustering-based calibration of the Dark Energy
Survey Year 1 (DES Y1) redshift distributions. Our stan-
dard calibration procedure is divided into two steps: a first
step where the redshift distribution of a given science sample
is estimated using a clustering-based method; a second step
where this estimated redshift distribution is used to correct
for an overall photometric redshift bias in the posterior of
traditional photo-z algorithms.
We use redMaGiC galaxies as the reference sample for
the clustering-based estimate. We show that our procedure
could be applied in case of partial overlap in redshift space
between the reference sample and the science sample. As for
the science sample, we consider a simulated version of DES
Y1 weak lensing source galaxies, divided in three redshift
bins. We present the results for the photo-z posterior of two
different photo-z codes (a template-based code, BPZ, and
a machine learning code, DNF). The photo-z codes are also
used to bin the weak lensing source redshift bins, using their
mean photo-z redshift.
We identify and characterized in our procedure three
main sources of systematic errors in our methodology:
• bias evolution systematic: systematic error induced by
neglecting the redshift evolution of the galaxy–matter biases
of the WL and redMaGiC samples and the evolution of the
dark matter density field;
• redMaGiC photo-z systematic: systematic caused by not
using a spectroscopic sample as a reference;
• shape systematic: systematic due to an incorrect shape
of the photo-z posterior. This systematic is exacerbated if
there is only a partial overlap between the redMaGiC and
WL samples.
We find the bias evolution systematic (particularly, the
effect due to the bias evolution of the WL sample) and shape
systematic to dominate the total error budget. We also find
statistical uncertainties in our procedure to be sub-dominant
with respect to systematic errors. Total systematic errors for
our calibration procedure, as a function of WL source red-
shift bin and photo-z code, are provided in §4.5, and stand
at the level of ∆〈z〉 . 0.02.
We further address the impact of changing our fiducial
choices concerning the angular scales and method used for
the clustering-based estimate, and discuss how our method-
ology could be improved. In particular, future works have
to efficiently deal with the problem of the redshift evolution
of the galaxy–matter bias of the science sample. This could
be achieved by further splitting the science sample in lumi-
nosity/color cells. Other probes, like galaxy-galaxy lensing,
could be also used to break the degeneracy between galaxy
bias and redshift distribution. Lensing magnification, whose
impact is marginal in this study, might no longer be negli-
gible as survey requirements become more stringent. Lastly,
we note that as clustering-based methods improve and sys-
tematic errors become sub-dominant with respect to statis-
tical errors, full modeling of the cross-covariance between
clustering-based n(z) and other 2-point correlation functions
will be required so as not to bias the cosmological analysis.
The calibration strategy presented in this paper is fully
implemented in the DES Y1 cosmic shear and combined
two-point function analysis (Troxel et al. 2017; DES Col-
laboration 2017). Its direct application to DES Y1 data is
discussed in two other companion papers (Davis et al. 2017b;
Cawthon et al. 2017). Even though we show systematic er-
rors to dominate over statistical uncertainties for this cali-
bration procedure, this does not have negative implications
for the DES Y1 cosmological analysis, which remains statis-
tically dominated.
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APPENDIX A: RESULTS FOR A DIFFERENT
redMaGiC GALAXY SAMPLE
In this paper we have adopted redMaGiC galaxies as a refer-
ence sample, as opposed to the more standard choice of us-
ing spectroscopic samples (e.g. Me´nard et al. 2013; Schmidt
et al. 2013; Choi et al. 2016; Hildebrandt et al. 2017). This
choice has been mainly driven by the necessity of reduc-
ing the impact of shot noise and cosmic variance that the
use of a small spectroscopic sample would have implied. We
proved in §4.2 that the systematic error induced by red-
MaGiC photo-z is small compared to other source of sys-
tematics.
Despite statistical uncertainty being sub-dominant with
respect to systematic errors, we note that the constant co-
moving density cut (together with luminosity threshold)
used to select redMaGiC galaxies leads to large shot noise
in the lowest redshift bins. We could select the redMaGiC
sample imposing a lower luminosity threshold but a higher
comoving density, so as to reduce shot noise. We there-
fore create a combined redMaGiC galaxy sample, made
of three subsamples selected as follows: 1) high density
sample, 0.15<z<0.6, L > 0.5L∗; 2) high luminosity sam-
ple, 0.6<z<0.75, L > L∗; 3) higher luminosity sample,
Table A1. Total systematic error with redMaGiC com-
bined sample as a reference. The table shows the total sys-
tematic error for the mean matching procedure, for the three WL
source redshift bins and photo-z codes.
Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3
BPZ 0.037 0.016 0.007
DNF 0.021 0.015 0.016
0.75<z<085, L > 1.5L∗. The latter corresponds to the sam-
ple used in the main analysis, but restricted to a smaller
redshift interval.
We repeated the full analysis for this new redMaGiC
combined sample: results for the total systematic are sum-
marized in table A1. As compared to our fiducial analysis
(Tables 1 and 2), we find larger systematics for the first
WL source redshift bin and slightly smaller ones for the
third bin. In general, lowering the luminosity threshold of
the redMaGiC algorithm allows to select more galaxies, but
at the same time, increases the photometric error (and the
redMaGiC photo-z systematic). Moreover, being now the
sample made of three subsamples each characterized by a
different luminosity, we might expect a non negligible bias
evolution for the reference sample. The increase in the pho-
tometric error particularly affects the first bin (as it overlaps
mainly with the high density sample), and together with the
stronger bias evolution, leads to a larger total systematic
error. As for the third bin, the stronger bias evolution of
redMaGiC cancels out with the bias evolution of the weak
lensing sample, reducing the bias evolution systematic and
the total systematic error.
Given the larger impact of redMaGiC sample bias evo-
lution and photometric errors on the total systematic bud-
get, we preferred to use the higher luminosity sample for our
analysis.
APPENDIX B: CORRECTING THE REDSHIFT
EVOLUTION OF THE GALAXY–MATTER
BIAS WITH AUTOCORRELATIONS WHEN
SPECTROSCOPIC REDSHIFTS ARE NOT
AVAILABLE
In §5.1 we showed that we could get rid of the bias evolu-
tion systematic within statistical errors if we could measure
the autocorrelation functions of the two samples divided in
thin top-hat redshift bins (i.e., using true-z). Unfortunately,
it cannot be applied to data since we only have access to
galaxies photo-z. Nonetheless, we could try to understand
whether we could anyway correct for the redshift evolution
of the galaxy–matter bias measuring the samples autocorre-
lation functions binned using photo-z.
In fig. B1 we show what we would obtain if we binned
the WL source samples using the 1-point estimates of the
photo-z codes and measure the autocorrelation functions.
This is compared to the results shown in §5.1, where the
autocorrelation functions are binned using galaxies true-z
(quantities in the plot correspond to the 1-bin version of
the autocorrelation functions, averaged over angular scales
as explained in §2.1).
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Figure B1. Top panels : Redshift dependence of the 1-bin estimates of the autocorrelation functions for the three WL source redshift bins.
In yellow, the values obtained binning the samples using their true-z. In purple, the ones obtained binning the samples using their mean
photo-z redshift (MEANz); in red the values obtained binning the samples using a random draw from their photo-z posterior (zMC ).
Middle and bottom panels: Redshift dependence of the 1-bin estimates of the autocorrelation functions for two redMaGiC samples
- higher luminosity sample (middle panels) and combined sample (lower panels). For both samples, we display the autocorrelation
functions obtained by binning the sample by true-z (pink) and photo-z (blue). We also display the corrected autocorrelation functions,
computed starting from the estimates obtained with photo-z applying the corrections explained in Appendix B.
Due to the poor quality of source galaxies photo-z, the
measurements are completely different: not only they can
span a different redshift range, but also the redshift depen-
dence is completely dissimilar.
For the reference galaxies, the scenario is a bit differ-
ent (see fig. B1). In theory, redMaGiC galaxies have high-
quality, almost Gaussian photo-zs, and we could in principle
try to relate the two measurements. This can be done as
follows: starting from eq. (1), the autocorrelation function
included in the estimator proposed in §5.1 can be written as
wRMG(θ) =
∫
dz′b2r (z′)n2r (z′)wDM (θ, z′), (B1)
where nr (z′) is the redshift distribution of the redMaGiC
galaxies in a given reference bin, and br (z′) the reference
sample galaxy–matter bias. If we assume the galaxy–matter
bias (and the growth factor) to evolve as a function of red-
shift on scales larger than the reference bin width we can
re-write eq. (B1) as
wRMG(θ) = wDM (θ, 〈z〉)b2r (〈z〉)
∫
dz′n2r (z′), (B2)
where the quantities outside the integral are now computed
at the median redshift 〈z〉 of the reference bin. This would
allow us to relate the 1-bin estimates of the redMaGiC auto-
correlation functions computed binning by true-z and photo-
z as follows:
w¯RMG,spec−z, 〈z〉 = w¯RMG,photo−z, 〈z〉
∫
dz′n2r,spec−z(z′)∫
dz′n2r,photo−z(z′)
. (B3)
This correction requires knowledge of nr,photo−z(z′), which is
the true distribution of the reference sample binned using
redMaGiC photo-z. This is usually not available in data,
but an estimate can be obtained looking at the subsample
of redMaGiC galaxies with spectra.
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In Fig. B1 one can see how w¯RMG,spec−z, 〈z〉 is precisely
recovered using this procedure.
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